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Part A
[Answer any 4 questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks']

'1. 
State and solve Bessol's differential equation using series solution' 10

2. Apply the method ofvariation of parameters solve the following differential 10

equations (anY two):

ri) d'!- 
* 4u = t^2,

dx'

d2v(rU #* Y =t""*

(iiD Y'+2Y'+ Y = s-' lsgy

3(a). Write only a trial solution for the method of undetermined coefficients. Do not 02

determine the coeIfi cients'

(i) Y' +9Y = sz' + x2 sin*

(ir) Y' +2Y' +10Y=x'e-' costtx

3(b). Solve the following differential equations using the method ofundetermined 08

coefficients:

(i) Y'-4Y = xe' +cos}x

(ir) (n' -zo)y = e' sinx

Part B
[Answer any @ry questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

4(a). Define partial differential equation. Formulatea differsntial equation ofall spheres 05

. of radius 2,. having center in the 17 plane. Write down the order and degree ofthis

differential equation.

- 4(b). Folm a partial differential equation by etiminating the arbitrary firnction p from 05

gG' * y' + 22, z' -zxy)=o,
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5(a). Solve the following diferential equations (any two): 06

(D f" p*oq=y'
x

(ii) x(y- z)p+y(z-x)c = r(*-y)
(iiD $,' +22 -x')p-zryq+2xz=0

5(b). Develop the integral surface of x2p+y2q.+zz =0, which passes through the 04

hYPerbola ry=x+Y,z=1.
'6. 

Write down the Charpit's auxiliary equation to solve a non-linear partial 10

differential equation.

ApptyCharpit's method to find a complete integral ofthe following equations (any

two):

(D q=G+px),
(ii) b+ ilb*+ qy)-t=o
(iii) Zxz- px2 -Zqxyi pq=g

7(r), Find the complementary function ofthe following (any one): 02

(i) r +(a+b) s+abt =0
(ii) (Do -zo2 D'' + o'o) z = o

7(b). Solve the following partial differential equations (any two): 08

(i) (o'1 +zoo' + O''1) z = e2'*3r

(ii) (a't!-o a'.u *o j",),=.o.(2,*,)
[a*' Ax'Ay AxAy' )

(iiD 4(r-s)+r=16 log(r+2y)
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